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20 April 2020 
 
Dear Parents and Carers 
 
Our new term starts on Tuesday 21 April.  I hope that, as a family, you managed to enjoy time 
together over the holiday period.  As we begin the term, I am keen to provide you with key 
information on many important issues. 
 
SQA Update 
 
On Monday 20 April, the SQA is publishing a document for schools which provides information on 
the submission of estimate grades.  I will be discussing this document with our extended senior 
management team on Tuesday and planning how we will work through the procedures set by the 
SQA.  Following this, I will write to you with more detail.  I will, of course, post the SQA document 
for your perusal on our website, as soon as it is released. 
 
You will appreciate that procedures for the submission of estimate grades will be our priority first 
week back.  Until we process the contents of the SQA document, we cannot quantify the scale of 
the work required.  Please reassure your child that we will be working hard on this important area.  
I know that it is an anxious time for senior pupils. 
 
New Courses 
 
As stated above, our first task must be to ensure that we have submitted all required information 
to the SQA.  However, given that there is no summer term exam diet, we are considering how we 
move learning on for our young people.  We are keen to start work for national qualifications 2021 
earlier than stated in our school calendar.   
 
This matter is currently under discussion with colleagues across Aberdeen City Council.  For now, 
our senior pupils should continue to check in with their class teachers and follow advice given and 
any work set. 
 
Online Learning 
 
Nationally, there is much discussion about when schools will reopen.  At the moment, we have no 
timescale as to when this will happen. It is essential, therefore, that we continue to develop our 
virtual learning environment as best we can. 
 
First week back, our teachers will continue to set learning activities for all classes through Google 
Classroom. 
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Moving forward, we are exploring the safe use of Google Meet to deliver more “live” teaching 
within a digital learning context.  You will understand that our teachers have not been trained in 
the use of many of the tools required to facilitate a more interactive approach to online learning.  
In addition, we need to ensure that our young people follow a set of guidelines and that everyone 
behaves appropriately within this new environment.   
 
I will be discussing the use of Google Meet and our approach to online learning with teaching staff 
next week.  Following this, our aim is to issue a set of pupil and parental protocols to guide the 
effective use of platforms such as Google Classroom and Google Meet. 
 
In the meantime, please continue to work with your child on establishing a routine for the new 
term.  We continue to advise broadly following the school timetable and building in breaks.  Our 
main ask of our pupils is that they follow the advice of their class teachers and complete the 
learning activities set. 
 
We are also working on a dedicated page within the school website which includes links to quality 
online learning materials.  Our aim is to start to populate this from week beginning 27 April.  This 
will be in addition to any work delivered through Google Classroom. 
 
Leavers’ Ball 
 
Given the current lockdown, this event has been cancelled.  Any monies paid to date will be 
refunded.  This will happen when we are physically back in school and can access administrative 
staff to complete this task. 
 
School Trips 
 
Aberdeen City Council continues to work with providers and further information will be provided 
two weeks before the scheduled date of any trip or activity.  This applies to trips scheduled as part 
of Activities Week and to World Challenge. 
       
Attendance 
 
If your child is unwell and unable to complete home learning activities, please inform the school by 
emailing AberdeenGrammarSchool@aberdeencity.gov.uk on the first day of absence.   
 
Given the issues we are facing, I will be providing regular updates throughout the term.  Thank you, 
in advance, for your understanding and support. 

 
 
Kind Regards 
 
 
Alison Murison 
Head Teacher 
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